
PatientPatient’’s general datas general data

Sex: FemaleSex: Female
Age: 47Age: 47
OccupationOccupation: None: None



Chief ComplaintChief Complaint

Headache for 3 months and mental disturbance Headache for 3 months and mental disturbance 
for 1 dayfor 1 day

Present illnessPresent illness
Frequent headache since 3 months ago, patient Frequent headache since 3 months ago, patient 
cannot describe the character of paincannot describe the character of pain
Unsteady gait since 1 month agoUnsteady gait since 1 month ago
Depression and apathy were noted in the day Depression and apathy were noted in the day 
before admissionbefore admission



Present illness (Present illness (concon’’tt))

Visited our psychiatry OPD and abnormal Visited our psychiatry OPD and abnormal 
EEG was foundEEG was found
Lethargy on the day of admission and Lethargy on the day of admission and 
came to ER for helpcame to ER for help

Past HistoryPast History
Prior cesarean sectionPrior cesarean section
No systemic illnessesNo systemic illnesses



Physical examinationPhysical examination

General appearance: chronic illGeneral appearance: chronic ill--lookinglooking
Consciousness: E4M6V4, Consciousness: E4M6V4, stuporousstuporous & & 
apathyapathy
Muscle power: full, but psychomotor Muscle power: full, but psychomotor 
retardationretardation
Laboratory data all within normal rangeLaboratory data all within normal range



Chest XChest X--ray (92.6.17)ray (92.6.17)

Lateral bulging of the Lateral bulging of the 
right superior right superior 
mediastinummediastinum due to due to 
enlarged superior vena enlarged superior vena 
cavacava
CardiomegalyCardiomegaly
Interstitial pulmonary Interstitial pulmonary 
edema and engorged edema and engorged 
pulmonary vessels pulmonary vessels 
probably due to probably due to 
congestive heart failurecongestive heart failure



NonNon--enhanced brain CTenhanced brain CT

MultilobulatedMultilobulated, , 
calcified, calcified, 
heterogeneous mass heterogeneous mass 
measuring 6.1x8.2cm measuring 6.1x8.2cm 
with extensive with extensive 
perifocalperifocal edema edema 
occupying the occupying the 
bilateral frontal lobes bilateral frontal lobes 
and cross the corpus and cross the corpus 
callosumcallosum
Midline shiftMidline shift



NonNon--enhanced brain CT 2enhanced brain CT 2

Left lateral ventricle Left lateral ventricle 
compression and compression and 
Foramen of Foramen of MonroMonro
obstruction, result in obstruction, result in 
right lateral ventricle right lateral ventricle 
distentiondistention
Diffuse cerebral Diffuse cerebral 
edema causing edema causing 
disappearance of disappearance of sulcisulci
and fissuresand fissures



MRI T1W1 MRI T1W1 

Large Large multilobulatedmultilobulated
irregular mass with irregular mass with 
perifocalperifocal edema in the edema in the 
left frontal lobe and left frontal lobe and 
cross the corpus cross the corpus 
callosumcallosum



MRI T2W1MRI T2W1

Compression of the Compression of the 
left lateral ventricle left lateral ventricle 
and distention of the and distention of the 
right lateral ventricleright lateral ventricle



MRI T1W1 with contrastMRI T1W1 with contrast

Heterogeneous Heterogeneous 
enhancement of the enhancement of the 
massmass



MRAMRA

Anterior cerebral Anterior cerebral 
arteries displaced to arteries displaced to 
the right and left the right and left 
middle cerebral middle cerebral 
arteries displaced arteries displaced 
laterallylaterally



Summary of the image findingsSummary of the image findings

Large Large multilobulatedmultilobulated, calcified, , calcified, 
heterogeneous mass with heterogeneous mass with perifocalperifocal edema edema 
at the frontal lobesat the frontal lobes
Contrast enhancement (+)Contrast enhancement (+)
Left lateral ventricle compressed and right Left lateral ventricle compressed and right 
lateral ventricle distentionlateral ventricle distention
Midline shift (+)Midline shift (+)



Differential diagnosisDifferential diagnosis

OligodendrogliomaOligodendroglioma
GlioblastomaGlioblastoma multiformemultiforme
MeningiomaMeningioma



Image findings of Image findings of 
oligodendrogliomaoligodendroglioma

Partially calcified corticallyPartially calcified cortically--based massbased mass
May expand to invade the May expand to invade the calvariumcalvarium
20% may see hemorrhage or cysts20% may see hemorrhage or cysts
Heterogeneous appearance on MRIHeterogeneous appearance on MRI
May appear well circumscribed with May appear well circumscribed with 
minimal associated edemaminimal associated edema
50% may show contrast enhancement50% may show contrast enhancement



Image findings of Image findings of glioblastomaglioblastoma
multiformemultiforme

PoorlyPoorly--marginatedmarginated, diffusely, diffusely--infiltrating infiltrating 
hemispheric masshemispheric mass
Thick, irregularThick, irregular--enhancing ring of enhancing ring of 
neoplasticneoplastic tissue surrounding a necrotic tissue surrounding a necrotic 
corecore
Calcification rareCalcification rare
Often mixed signal on MRIOften mixed signal on MRI



Image findings of Image findings of meningiomameningioma

ExtraExtra--axial massaxial mass
Broad base towards Broad base towards duraldural surfacesurface
DuralDural tail sign (35tail sign (35--80%): a streak of 80%): a streak of duraldural
enhancement flanking the main tumor massenhancement flanking the main tumor mass
25% atypical (extensive necrosis, cysts, 25% atypical (extensive necrosis, cysts, 
hemorrhage)hemorrhage)
Edema in 50Edema in 50--65%; 2065%; 20--25% calcified25% calcified
>95% strong enhancement; often >95% strong enhancement; often 
heterogeneousheterogeneous



ImpressionImpression

OligodendrogliomaOligodendroglioma
GlioblastomaGlioblastoma multiformemultiforme

Operation methodOperation method
Bifrontal craniotomy and subtotal removal Bifrontal craniotomy and subtotal removal 
of tumor under microscopeof tumor under microscope



Pathological findingPathological finding

Biopsy: specimen shows a picture of Biopsy: specimen shows a picture of 
oligodendrogliomaoligodendroglioma composed of moderate composed of moderate 
cellularitycellularity of tumor cell with round homogeneous of tumor cell with round homogeneous 
nuclei and clear cytoplasm. No mitotic activity, nuclei and clear cytoplasm. No mitotic activity, 
microvascularmicrovascular proliferation or necrosis is foundproliferation or necrosis is found
Operation: Above plus focal Operation: Above plus focal mucoidmucoid/cystic /cystic 
degeneration and marked calcification within the degeneration and marked calcification within the 
tumor or its peripheral and even in the vascular tumor or its peripheral and even in the vascular 
wall wall 



OligodendrogliomaOligodendroglioma: etiology: etiology

Exposure to ionizing radiation is the only Exposure to ionizing radiation is the only 
wellwell--documented environmental risk factor documented environmental risk factor 
for the development of brain tumorsfor the development of brain tumors
OligodendrogliomaOligodendroglioma frequently have frequently have 
deletions of 1p and 19q deletions of 1p and 19q 



Clinical featuresClinical features

Peak incidence: forth and fifth decadesPeak incidence: forth and fifth decades
Slight male preponderanceSlight male preponderance
Patients have relative longPatients have relative long--standing standing 
history of symptoms, the most common history of symptoms, the most common 
are seizure and headacheare seizure and headache
Good outcome factors: younger age, Good outcome factors: younger age, 
frontal location, lack of enhancement, frontal location, lack of enhancement, 
complete resectioncomplete resection



Clinical features 2Clinical features 2

Poor prognostic factors: necrosis, mitotic Poor prognostic factors: necrosis, mitotic 
activity, nuclear activity, nuclear atypiaatypia, cellular , cellular 
pleomorphismpleomorphism, , microvascularmicrovascular proliferationproliferation
Local recurrence common; malignant Local recurrence common; malignant 
progression may occurprogression may occur
5 year survival >50% and 10 year survival 5 year survival >50% and 10 year survival 
2525--34%34%



TreatmentTreatment

Optimal management have not been Optimal management have not been 
defineddefined
Surgical resection with adjuvant Surgical resection with adjuvant 
chemotherapy then chemotherapy then stereotacticstereotactic
radiosurgeryradiosurgery or external beam radiationor external beam radiation
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